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 Mr. VIKRAMJIT KASHYP 

Deputy Registrar-Administration 

NGI, Mirza 

 

 

 

Best Wishes 

From 

Deputy Registrar-Administration 

 

Once Sir Donald Bradman said "Reading poetry and watching cricket were the sum of my 

world, and the two are not so far apart as many aesthetes might believe", likewise NEMCARE 

Group Premiere League widely known as NGPL gives me a total picture of what Tennis cricket 

championship is all about.  

It is indeed a matter of pride to see colleges from every nook and corner of Assam and East 

India as whole participating in the upcoming NGPL Season 6. There are more health and fitness 

benefits of sports, it pushes you to challenge yourself and it exposes you to the highs and lows 

of losing and winning a game. Undoubtedly sports improve one’s balance and reduces the risk 

of falls, and overall sports can help everyone to feel good about oneself.  

I am definitely hopeful that like the previous seasons of NGPL this time as well sports spirit 

among all the participants and students of NGI shall be very high and enthusiastic. My heartiest 

best wishes to all the members of Organizing Committee, Ground Staff and Administrative 

Staffs for their hard work which shall take fever of NGPL to 100 Degree Celsius. 
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Brief History of NGPL 

The NEMCARE Group of Institutions (NGI) is a leading educational organisation in Assam, 

India. Started in 2017 with its campus in Shantipur, Mirza, Guwahati, the group has grown to 

have 3 institutes in Miza, totalling 20 acre sprawling campus, 1,10,000 square feet of build-up 

area of infrastructure, and 15,000 books in 6,000 square feet library. NGI offers various 

programmes in professional education. The Group of Institutions is located in serene and lush 

greenery atmosphere; supporting a quality education system. The faculty team consists of both 

qualified experienced and young dynamic members who are responsible, hard-working 

committed and dedicated towards the noble profession of teaching, guidance and research.  

 

Nemcare Group Premier League (NGPL) is the biggest inter-college tennis ball cricket league 

of Assam which was first started in 2018 at NGI playground, Mirza. Many teams from different 

colleges of Assam takes part in this league. It increases the unity and also promote sports 

education in the areas of sports especially cricket. The vision of NGPL is to be the best and 

lead the rest in the sports education, research and training across the globe. Mission is to be 

Sports Excellence through Education, Research and Training in the field of cricket. The 

objective of this tournament is to promote sports education in the areas of sports sciences, 

sports technology, sports management and sports coaching besides functioning as the national 

training centre for select sports disciplines by adopting best national and international practices. 
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Winner list of NGPL:  

 

Season 1 

D.K. College Mirza VS ADTU, Panikhaiti 

Winner: D.K. College, Mirza  

  

Season 2 

Assam Homeopathic College, Nagaon VS 

Mangaldoi College 

Winner: Assam Homeopathic College, Nagaon 

 

Season 3 

D.K. College, Mirza VS Pachim Guwahati 

Mahavidyalaya, Dharapur 

Winner: D.K. College, Mirza 

 

Season 4 

GIMT VS Assam Homeopathic College, Nagaon 

Winner: GIMT 

 

Season 5 

Miri Jiyori College, Lakhimpur VS Jawaharlal 

Nehru College, Boko 

Winner: Miri Jiyori College, Lakhimpur 
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Prominent write-ups 

 

Cricket: A National Religion Emerging As An Athletic 

Sport 

Dipankar Bhattacharjee 

Former Olympian and National Badminton Champion 

 

Cricket is not just a sport; it is a religion in India. 

Many years ago, when we were children, we used 

to remain glued to television to watch India play 

in major International events. I vividly remember 

1983, when India emerged victorious at the 

Prudential World Cup at ‘Lords’ under Kapil 

Dev’s captaincy. Back then we did not have a 

Television at home. In our neighbourhood in 

Guwahati, there was one family, who had a Black 

and White TV and all the children and adults used 

to go there to watch the matches. Their Living 

Room became a cinema theatre as we sat on the  

floor and cheered for India as our team lifted the coveted World Cup aloft. I remember, Kapil 

Dev’s match winning knock of 175 not out against Zimbabwe. I also remember the next big 

event that India won, the Benson & Hedges World Championship in Australia in 1985. By that 

time we had a B&W portable TV at home. How can we forget Ravi Shastri driving his Prize 

for becoming the best cricketer of the tournament, the Audi Car inside the stadium and all the 

team members sitting on the car bonnet and roof as Ravi Shastri took a round of the stadium 

amidst cheering spectators.  

Cricket unites a diverse India into a nation. Today we feel proud when India thrashed Pakistan, 

England and Sri Lanka in the ongoing World Cup. We see a changed Indian Team. This team 
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is among the fittest team of all times. Virat Kohli, Jasprit Bumrah, Mohammad Shami, 

Shubhman Gill etc. are all very fit. They look like athletes on a mission. So, they do not 

celebrate too much after each victory, perhaps they are so very focused on the ultimate goal to 

lift the World cup that the ‘group matches’ look insignificant. Each man doing his part under 

Rohit Sharma’s leadership in a coordinated manner synergizing their individual efforts and 

energy to achieve the ultimate goal for the country. Our hope and prayer for the Indian Team 

to emerge victorious! 

Talking about fitness, the cricketing world got a glimpse of extreme fitness when South Africa 

returned to the cricketing world after a long ban on them due to their Country’s practice of 

Apartheid. We witnessed with awe how Jonty Rhodes dived and took those amazing catches. 

He never let the ball pass him while he was fielding. We saw pace bowling from their team at 

a different level altogether. We saw each of their cricketer’s trim, muscular and agile running 

after each ball and stopping them from reaching the boundary line. We saw them taking those 

quick and swift runs taking their total score to unbelievable levels which hitherto was perceived 

impossible. This showed how South Africa utilized their ‘Ban time’ positively to build 

themselves up as a super fit cricketing nation. Very soon we saw the likes of the tall and 

muscular Courtney Walsh of West Indies bowling like a thunder demolishing and sometimes 

injuring the batsmen with his pace bowling. 

Cricket has come of age and has slowly emerged into an athletics sport rather than a National 

obsession or a pastime. Slowly, our team realized the importance of Fitness, more so as the 

shorter 50-over and later the T-20 versions of the game became popular. I remember way back 

in the early Nineties, Fitness tests were being conducted for Indian sportspersons across all 

sports in the fitness assessment centre in ‘Sports Authority of India’s South Centre in 

Bangalore’. The sports medicine department there conducted these tests and published their 

findings. The findings revealed that Cricketers were the most unfit among all sports persons. 

When this was pointed out to the cricketers, a very highly acclaimed cricketer of our country 

went on record saying, ‘Cricket does not need fitness, it needs skills’. True; that was then when 

a cricketer had to endure five days of lazy Test formats. We did not have many athletically 

built fit players and still managed to win titles. But probably South Africa showed the way to 

the world that skill along with Fitness and Mental toughness gives your team the edge and you 

will be able to achieve the unthinkable. 
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Mental Toughness, Scientific Nutrition, Exercise Science, Physiology, Anatomy and Bio 

Mechanics etc. are all part of Sports Science as a subject and is designated as one of the allied 

health sciences under the department of Medicine. Many Universities across the globe offer 

courses on Sports Science that also has a scope for research. In India too, some select 

Universities are offering degrees in Sports, Nutrition and Exercise Science that also has 

research facilities.  

Researches are going on for instance in Bio mechanics, form and technique at top Universities 

across the developed nations helping their athletes achieve those micro second advantages 

against their close competitors to earn the Gold Medal at the Olympic Games. For instance, 

India is doing well in Shooting and Archery. Earlier, I could not perceive the level of calmness 

that one should achieve to hit the bull’s eye until I tried picking up the Rifle at the Gagan 

Narang Shooting Range at Balewadi, Pune in 2018. Firstly, the Rifle is heavy and you should 

have the strength to hold it still. I tried focusing on the target and I thought I was sufficiently 

calm and composed and I would do reasonably well. But to my surprise and amazement I 

figured that the pointer at the tip of the rifle was swaying vigorously from one way to the other 

even though I felt I was holding the rifle very still. I hit the first shot and it went outside the 

paper target itself. I was told that your every thought creates vibration in your body leading to 

internal disturbances and will not allow you to have pin point focus. So, one should become 

thoughtless and meditative and at the same time should strongly hold the rifle and stand still 

while targeting the bull’s eye. That can be achieved with years of going through Physical and 

Mental Toughness training. The recent development in Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) 

helps one to achieve pin point focus not just at the Shooting Range but also in remaining 

extremely focused in achieving one’s goal in life. 

Recently, India is doing well at the mega sports events like the Olympic Games, World 

Championships, Asian Games, Common wealth Games as compared to two decades earlier. 

The game changer which is working behind the scene is incorporation of Sports Science into 

the design and execution of Exercise Regimes at the National Centres of Excellence under the 

Sports Authority of India. Today’s sportspersons have not just become successful in their 

chosen sport but also have become better version of themselves as the regime they go through 

transform them as an Individual altogether. The difference is like evolving into a ‘Rolls Royce 

Car’ level from of an ‘entry level Sedan’.  
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Having discussed the importance of Fitness in sports in general and Cricket in particular, I wish 

the Nemcare Group of Institutions all the very best in organizing the ‘Nemcare Group Premier 

League cricket tournament – Season 6’. I wish you all to have a healthy competition and may 

the best and the fittest team win. ALL THE BEST!!!! 

****** 

 

“Health isn’t a goal. It’s a way of living.” 

MONALISA BARUA MEHTA 

ARJUNA AWARDED ANDFORMER NATIONAL 

 TABLE TENNIS CHAMPION 

A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS WITH 

A SINGLE STEP. 

WORK OF ALL HAPPINESS IS GOOD HEALTH. 

It’s a great pleasure to know that Nemcare Group of  

Institutions is organising premier league comprising of 50 teams from all over north east. Sports 

and health go hand in hand and it is really creditable that Nemcare Group of Institutions doing 

this great work. It’s a awareness to the society with lots of benefits. Games keep our body alert 

active youthful and energetic. Games instills in the players the spirit of self-reliance, justice, 

fair play sporting spirit and many positive qualities which helps in our growing and thinking 

process. the mind’s first step to self-awareness through the body. In its contribution towards 

peace, sports often provide safe environments at the grassroots level and community level at 

which participants are brought together in the pursuit of common goas, and interests learn 

values of respect, tolerance and develop social competencies. We need more institutions like 

Nemcare Group of Institutions who is really bringing change to the society with their 

educational services in the health sector. 

Your efforts are inspiring. 

Congratulations and wishing you all the best in your future endeavours. 
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Sports, sportsmanship, and personality development. 

Pankaj Protim Bordoloi 

Deputy Director 

Rashtrapati Bhavan  

Email id : protimpankaj@gmail.com  

 

The Government of India has reportedly made efforts to host 

the Olympics, the world's largest sporting event, in 2036 and 

the Hon'ble Prime Minister has confirmed this in a speech.  

This indicates the increasing importance of sports in the eyes of the government and the public. 

Sports have long been recognized as a powerful medium for personal development. The 

connection between sports and personality development is multi-faceted and profound. 

Engaging in sports activities, whether as a player or spectator, can have a significant impact on 

an individual's character, self-esteem, interpersonal skills, and overall life outlook. This essay 

delves into the relationship between sports and personality development, exploring how 

participation in sports can shape various aspects of an individual's character and contribute to 

personal growth 

Participating in sports often demands a high degree of discipline and self-control. Athletes are 

required to adhere to strict training regimens, follow rules, and maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

These demands teach individuals the value of discipline, the ability to control their impulses, 

and the importance of setting and achieving goals. Through sports, individuals learn that 

success is often the result of consistent effort, which is a valuable lesson that can be applied to 

other areas of life. 

Sports are replete with ups and downs, from victories to defeats, injuries to setbacks. Engaging 

in sports fosters resilience and perseverance. Athletes learn to bounce back from failures, adapt 

to challenges, and continue striving toward their goals. This resilience cultivated in sports is 

transferable to everyday life, helping individuals navigate the inevitable challenges and 

setbacks they encounter. Many sports are inherently team-oriented, requiring individuals to 

collaborate with teammates and work towards a common objective. This aspect of sports helps 

individuals develop strong teamwork and cooperation skills. Learning to communicate 

mailto:protimpankaj@gmail.com
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effectively, support others, and contribute to a team's success fosters a sense of camaraderie 

and the ability to work collaboratively in professional and personal settings. 

In sports, setting and achieving goals is a fundamental aspect of success. Athletes continually 

set short-term and long-term goals, pushing themselves to improve and reach new heights. This 

goal-setting process can be translated into everyday life, as individuals learn to set and work 

towards personal and professional objectives. Sports can be physically and mentally 

challenging. Athletes often encounter high-pressure situations and must learn to manage stress 

effectively. This experience helps individuals develop mental toughness, the ability to remain 

composed under pressure, and to perform at their best even in challenging circumstances. These 

skills are highly transferable to dealing with stress in daily life. Success in sports can 

significantly boost an individual's self-esteem and confidence. As individuals master new 

skills, achieve personal bests, and win games or competitions, they build a sense of self-worth 

and confidence that extends beyond the field or court. This newfound self-assurance can 

positively impact various aspects of life, from academic and professional pursuits to social 

interactions. 

Participating in sports often provides opportunities for leadership and taking on 

responsibilities, whether as a team captain, coach, or organizer. These roles help individuals 

develop leadership skills, such as decision-making, communication, and motivating others. The 

leadership experience gained in sports can be invaluable in professional and community roles. 

Balancing sports with other responsibilities, such as work, school, and personal life, requires 

effective time management. Athletes learn to allocate their time efficiently and prioritize their 

commitments. This skill is essential for success in various life domains. Competing in sports 

may lead to conflicts, whether on the field, within a team, or with opponents. Individuals learn 

to navigate and resolve these conflicts, often through constructive communication and 

negotiation. This ability to resolve disputes is crucial in personal relationships, the workplace, 

and other aspects of life. 

Engaging in sports promotes physical fitness, which is closely linked to mental well-being. 

Regular exercise releases endorphins, which are natural mood lifters. Moreover, maintaining a 

healthy lifestyle through sports can reduce the risk of chronic illnesses and contribute to overall 

well-being. Sports have rules and codes of conduct that participants must adhere to. This instills 

a sense of respect for rules and fair play, fostering ethical behaviour and sportsmanship. This 
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respect for rules can be extended to following laws, regulations, and ethical standards in 

everyday life.  

Sports often require quick thinking and adaptability in response to changing circumstances. 

Athletes must innovate on the spot, whether it's adjusting their strategy during a game or 

modifying their training routine to overcome an obstacle. These problem-solving skills can be 

invaluable in adapting to life's unexpected challenges. Engaging in sports activities often leads 

to the expansion of one's social circle. Interacting with teammates, coaches, opponents, and 

spectators provides ample opportunities to develop social skills, build relationships, and 

network with people from diverse backgrounds. These connections can be valuable in personal 

and professional life. Emotions play a significant role in sports, from the thrill of victory to the 

disappointment of defeat. Athletes learn to recognize and manage their emotions, as well as 

understand the emotions of others. This emotional intelligence can enhance interpersonal 

relationships and communication skill.  

The goal-oriented mindset cultivated in sports encourages individuals to focus on objectives 

and work towards achieving them. This mindset can drive personal and professional success 

by instilling the habit of setting clear goals and taking deliberate steps to reach them. In sports, 

individuals are held accountable for their actions and performance. Athletes must take 

responsibility for their training, behaviour on and off the field, and the impact they have on 

their team. This sense of responsibility and accountability can translate to being a responsible 

and accountable member of society. 

Sports have the potential to shape an individual's character, fostering qualities like integrity, 

honesty, and respect. Athletes are often role models for younger generations, and their 

behaviour and sportsmanship can leave a lasting impact on society. This influence highlights 

the responsibility of athletes to uphold high moral standards. Balancing sports with other life 

commitments requires effective time management and prioritization. Athletes learn to allocate 

their time wisely, ensuring they meet their training and competition demands while also 

managing other responsibilities. This skill is valuable in both personal and professional life. 

Engaging in sports can expose individuals to different cultures and traditions, especially in 

international competitions. This can broaden one's cultural awareness and foster a sense of 

tolerance and inclusivity. Many sports demand sharp perceptual and cognitive skills, such as 

quick decision-making, spatial awareness, and pattern recognition. Developing these skills can 
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enhance an individual's ability to process information efficiently and make informed decisions 

in various contexts. The process of improvement and skill development in sports encourages a 

growth mindset and a commitment to lifelong learning. Athletes are constantly seeking ways 

to enhance their performance, whether through refining techniques, learning new strategies, or 

understanding the latest advancements in their sport. This commitment to continuous learning 

can extend to other areas of life, fostering personal and professional growth. 

Sports often entail experiencing failure or defeat. Learning to cope with these setbacks, analyze 

what went wrong, and bounce back stronger is a valuable life skill. It teaches individuals not 

to be discouraged by failure but to view it as an opportunity for growth and improvement. 

Empathy is an essential aspect of effective teamwork. Athletes learn to understand and support 

their teammates, acknowledging their feelings and struggles. This ability to empathize and 

offer support can be beneficial in personal relationships and professional collaborations. 

In sports, particularly those that require precision, focus and concentration are crucial. Athletes 

learn to block out distractions and maintain their attention on the task at hand. This skill is 

applicable in various aspects of life, including work and academic pursuits. Conflicts are an 

inevitable part of sports, and individuals learn to resolve them with integrity and sportsmanship. 

Understanding the value of fair play and the importance of respecting opponents contributes to 

an individual's ability to navigate conflicts in a constructive and ethical manner 

The ability to handle pressure and stress is a critical skill honed through sports. Whether it's 

the pressure of a critical game or the stress of high-stakes competition, athletes develop coping 

mechanisms that can be beneficial in demanding situations in other life domain. Sports often 

connect individuals with their communities, whether through local teams, sports clubs, or 

charity events. Engaging in these activities fosters a sense of belonging and encourages 

community involvement, which can be personally fulfilling and contribute to the betterment of 

society. Participating in sports has been associated with mental health benefits, including 

reduced stress, anxiety, and depression. Regular physical activity releases endorphins, which 

have mood-enhancing effects. Additionally, the social support and sense of accomplishment 

derived from sports can positively impact mental well-being. 

The ethical dilemmas that arise in sports, such as doping, cheating, or unsportsmanlike conduct, 

challenge individuals to make ethical decisions. Learning to navigate these situations can 

reinforce an individual's commitment to ethical behavior in everyday life. Sports often serve 
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as a metaphor for life, with many lessons that can be directly applied to personal development. 

The determination to overcome challenges, the pursuit of excellence, and the resilience in the 

face of adversity mirror the struggles and triumphs of life. Sports have a profound and far-

reaching impact on an individual's personality development. They instill valuable life skills, 

including discipline, resilience, teamwork, and goal-setting, while also enhancing self-esteem, 

emotional intelligence, and leadership abilities. The benefits of sports participation extend 

beyond the field or court, shaping individuals into well-rounded, confident, and adaptable 

individuals who are equipped to excel in various aspects of life. Whether through competition, 

teamwork, or individual pursuits, sports play a pivotal role in moulding character and fostering 

personal growth. Therefore, the connection between sports and personality development is not 

only substantial but also enduring.  

 

খেলে উজ্জীৱিত কলে জীিন 

 

Dr. Bhargab Jyoti Sahariah 

Dean of Studies, NGI 

Principal, NIPS 

Phone No. 9854587515 

 

খেে আমাে জীিনে অপৱেহাৰ্ য অংগ৷ শৈৈিে পোই 

আৱম ৱিৱিন্ন খেে-খেমাৱেে শৈলত জৱ়িত শহ পলো োঁ৷ 

খৈয়া োৱগলে খ াে-পুৱেল ই হওক, পুতো খেলেই নতুিা অনযানয ৱৈশু-খেলেই হওক৷ ৱৈশুে 

ৈােীৱেক আৰু মানৱৈক উৎকৰ্ য ৈােনত খেেে িূৱমকা অপৱেৈীম ৷ ৱিলৈৰ্কক েো-খ ািােীে 

খিৌদ্ধিক ৱিকাৈত খেলে প্ৰোন িূৱমকা পােন কলে ৷ খৈলয়লহ ৱিদ্যায়তৱনক ৱৈক্ষাত উন্নত 

খদ্ৈৈমূলহ খেেক  াৱমে কৱে েয়৷ এক কথাত কি গলে খেে অৱিহলন ৱৈশুে ৱৈক্ষাই পূৰ্ যতা 

নাপায় ৷ ৱকন্তু দু্িযাগযজনক এলয় খৰ্ আমাে খদ্ৈত ৱৈক্ষাে স্তে ৱহ ালপ খেেক এৱতয়াও মানযতা 
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ৱদ্য়া খহািা নাই ৷ িেঞ্চ আমাে তথাকৱথত অৱিিািকৈমূলহ েো-খ ািােীক পঢা-শুনাে 

অজহুাত খদ্েুিাই খেে-খেমাৱেে পো িদ্ধঞ্চত কোলহ খদ্ো ৰ্ায়৷ এয়া এলকিালে অনুৱ ত কথা ৷ 

িেঞ্চ এলন কোে ফেত  াত্ৰ িা  াত্ৰীজনীে খিৌদ্ধিক ৱিকাৈ িাোপ্ৰাপ্ত হয় ৷ েো-খ ািােী 

ৈামাদ্ধজক িযিস্থাে পো দ্কূেত থাৱকি িা অকেৈলে থাৱকি িাে খপািা হয়৷ ৈমৈযাে পো 

পোিকে আেম্ভ কলে ৷ জীিনে ৈৰু-ৈুো পোজয়লত হতাৈা শহ পলে৷ এইলিাে কােকক 

পাঠ্যপুৱথ িা ৱিদ্যােয়ে ৱৈক্ষাই ৱৈকাি খনািালে৷ িেঞ্চ ৱৈক্ষাে এটা ডাঙে অংৈে পো  াত্ৰ-

 াত্ৰীৱেৱন িদ্ধঞ্চত শহ থালক৷ জীিনত জয়ী শহ ৈফেতাে ৱৈেেত িগািকে খেলে ৱৈলকািা ৱৈক্ষাে 

িহুলতই প্ৰলয়াজন ৷ নতুন ৱৈক্ষা নীৱতত খেেক অগ্ৰাৱেকাে ৱদ্য়াে খপাৰ্কতা কলো এইিালিই খৰ্ 

খেেক িাদ্ ৱদ্ ৱৈক্ষা ৈমূ্পৰ্ য হি খনািালে৷ তদু্পৱে এলোপ আগিাৱঢ আৱম কি পালো োঁ খৰ্ খেেে 

মােযলমলে ৱদ্য়া ৱৈক্ষালহ উৎকৃষ্ট তথা ৈুদ্েূপ্ৰৈােী ৱৈক্ষা৷ 

এইৱেৱনলত আৱম উনুৱকয়াই ৱদ্য়া িাে হি খৰ্ খেলে আমাে জীিনত এলনকুিা ৱক ৱৈক্ষা প্ৰদ্ান 

কলে ৷ প্ৰথলমই কি োৱগি খেলে এটট ৈুস্থ মন আৰু ৈুস্থ ৈেীে প্ৰদ্ান কলে৷ এয়া ৈি যজনৱিৱদ্ত 

খৰ্ খেে ৈেীে   যাে খেষ্ঠ উপায়৷ ইয়াে উপৱেও মন প্ৰফুৱিত কৱে েোে িালি খেে উত্তম 

আৱহো৷ এইলিােে উপৱেও খেলে খকতলিাে আদ্ধজে প্ৰৱতলৰ্াৱগতামূেক পৃৱথিীে িৃৱত্তমূেক 

ৱৈক্ষা প্ৰদ্ান কলে৷ ৈকলোতকক ডাঙে ৱৈক্ষা এলয় খৰ্ জীিনত জয়-পোজয় অৱিলেদ্য অংগ৷ 

পোজয় পাহৱে পোজয়ক জয়কে পৰ্ যিৱৈত কো খ ষ্টা আৰু আনন্দক খেেে মােযলমলেই 

হৃদ্য়ংগম কৱেি পাৱে৷ আন এটট উলিেলৰ্াগয ৱদ্ৈ হে খেলে মানুহক ৈংঘিি কাৰ্ য [Team 

work] ৱৈকায়৷ ‘টীমিকয’ এৱতয়া প্ৰৱতলটা ৈফে অনুষ্ঠানে মূেমন্ত্ৰ আৰু এইয়া খেেে পোই 

ৱৈৱকি পাৱে৷ Toyota Motors ৈংঘিি কাৰ্ য িা টীমিকযে ৈফেতাে অিূতপূি য ৱনদ্ৈ যন৷ খকলনকক 

জীিনত ইজলন-ৱৈজনক কো ৈহায়ে জৱেয়লত আৱম ৈফেতা খৰ্ পাি পালো োঁ খৈয়া খেলে 

িােককলয় খিােগময কোয় ৷ খেলে ৱৈলকািা ৈিেতম ৱদ্ৈলটা হে খনতৃত্বগুৰ্৷ ৱৰ্লকালনা দ্েক 

ৈনু্মেে পো িা ৱৰ্লকালনা ৈমৈযা িা কাৰ্ যক ৈনু্মেে পো খনতৃত্ব ৱদ্িকে খেলে ৰ্থালৰ্াগয পাঠ্ 

ৱদ্লয়৷ খকালনও এককিালি ৈফেতা আহেৰ্ কৱেি খনািালে৷ আনক ৈফে খহািাত ৱৰ্জলন 

ৈহায় কৱেি পালে খতওোঁলহ উে যগামী ৱদ্ৈত ৈদ্ায় ৈফে শহ শগ থালক৷ এই ৱৈক্ষা খেেে ৱিলন 

আলন িযিহাৱেকিালি ৱদ্ি খনািালে খৈইয়া এৈ ৈতাংৈই ৱনদ্ধিত৷ আন এটট উলিেলৰ্াগয ৱৈক্ষা 

খেেে মােযলমলে খপািা ৰ্ায় খৈইয়া হে প্ৰৱতকূে পৱেলিৈ (Adverse conditions) খনও া ৱদ্ 

ৱনজলক ৈটঠ্ক ৱদ্ৈত আগুিাই শে খৰ্ািা ৷ ৱৰ্লকালনা খিয়া ৈময়ত ৱনজলক ৈংৰ্ম কৱে আগুিাই 

ৰ্ািকে িযিহাৱেক ৱৈক্ষা খেলে প্ৰদ্ান কলে ৷ খেেে পো খপািা ৱৈক্ষাই জীিনে প্ৰলয়াগৈােত 
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িযিহাে কৱে উন্নত তথা ৈুেী জীিন কটািকে ৱপ ে জীিনত ৈহায়ক হয় ৷ আদ্ধজও আমাে 

অনুিি হয় খেে অৱিহলন আমাে জীিনকে অহা ৰ্ৎৱকদ্ধঞ্চত ৈফেতা তথা আৈীি যাদ্ খকৱতয়াও 

নাৱহলেলহোঁলতন ৷ ৱৰ্ ৈময়ত অৱিিািকৈকলে খেে-খেমাৱেক ৈময় নষ্ট িুৱে িাৱি আল  খৈই 

ৈময়ত আৱম িাৱি আল াোঁ খেে-খেমাৱেে এই মূেযিান ৈময়ৱেৱনে িালিই আদ্ধজ আৱম ৱনজলক 

ৈফেিালি ৈকলো পৱেৱস্থৱতলে  মুোমুৱে শহ ৈমাজত এটা ৈন্মানীয় স্থানত অৱেৱস্থত কৱেি 

পাৱেল া োঁ ৷ খৈলয়লহ খেেে প্ৰৱত িা খেে-খেৱেিকে উৎৈাহ খৰ্ালগািা ৈকেকে প্ৰৱত আৱম ৈদ্ালয় 

কৃতজ্ঞ ৷ খেে খেৱেলেই োষ্ট্ৰীয় খেেুকি এজন নহি পালে; ৱকন্তু খেে খেৱে জীিনত ৈফেতাে 

পাঠ্ টঠ্লকই আহেৰ্ কৱেি পালে ৷ এক কথাত খেলে আমাে জীিন উজ্জীৱিত কলে ৷ 

 

পেৰালিম্পিক 

 

Mr. Diganta Saharia 

SENIOR INPUT EDITOR, PRAG NEWS 

 

খপোৱেম্পম্পকত অংৈ খোিা ক্ৰী়িাৱিদ্ৈকে 

ৱিলৈৰ্িালি ৈক্ষম। কালোিাে হাত নাই, আন 

কালোিাে িৱে নাই। খকালনািাজনে হুইেল য়ালেই 

ৈােৱথ। 

ইদ্ধজপ্তে ইব্ৰাহীম আে হুল ইনীে কথাই কও। দ্হ ি ে িয়ৈত খেেে পো পৱে দু্লয়ােন হাত 

খহৰুিাইৱ ে। তাে ৱপ লতা ৱকন্তু শেৰ্ য খনলহৰুিালে। হাত নথকাককলয় খটিুে খটৱন ত অৈাোেৰ্ 

ক্ৰী়িাকৈেী প্ৰদ্ৈ যলনলে ৈকলোলক তিক েুিাইল । মুে আৰু িৱেে ৰ্ুগেিন্দীলে খটিুে খটৱন ে 

িযাকেলৰ্ই ৈেৱন কৱে ৱদ্ল । অৈম্ভি িুৱে খৰ্ এলকা নাই; ইব্ৰাহীলমই ইয়াে অনুপম উদ্াহেৰ্। 

১৯৮৩  নত ইব্ৰাহীমে দু্লয়ােন হাত কটা শগৱ ে আৰু খতওোঁ  ১৯৮৯  নত খটিুে খটৱন ত 

মলনাৱনলিৈ কৱেৱ ে। িতযমান ইব্ৰাহীমে িয়ৈ ৪৮ ি ে। ২০১৫  নত প্ৰৱতলৰ্াৱগতামূেক খটিুে 

খটৱন  খেৱেিকে আেম্ভ কো ইব্ৰাহীলম ২০১৬ ৱেঅ' আৰু এইিােে খপোৱেম্পম্পকত অংৈগ্ৰহৰ্ 
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কৱেল । ৈম্প্ৰৱত ইব্ৰাহীমে খটিুে খটৱন  ইণ্টােলনটত িাইলেে। িােতে অনযতম ৈফে 

খপোৱেম্পম্পয়ান দ্ীপা মাৱেকে হুইে খ য়ালেই ৈােৱথ। ৱকন্তু দ্ীপাে জীিনক শে ৱিলৰ্াদ্গাে নাই। 

খতওোঁ  এলকোলে শ্বটপুটাে, িাইক খে াে আৰু কাে খে াে। অেপলত  ীনে হাংলজৌত ৈম্পন্ন 

খহািা এৱ য়ান পাো খগম ত িােলত ১১১ টা পদ্ক অজযন কৱেল । 

হাত-িৱেহীন, হুইেল য়ালেই ৱ েৈংগী খেেুকিৈকলে ৈাহৈ খনলহৰুিাই জীিন ৰ্ুোঁজত ৈফেতা 

োি কৱেল । আমাে িালি এইৈকে খেেুকি অনুলপ্ৰেৰ্াে অমে উৎৈ হ'ি পালে।  

 ৈকলো থাৱকও একাংৈ খোক অৈুেী, হতাৈ। খতলন খোলক অদ্ময মানৱৈকতাে অৱেকােী 

ৱিলৈৰ্িালি ৈক্ষম খেেুকিৈকেে পো জীিনে পাঠ্ ৱৈকা উৱ ত।  

অৈমলতা ৱিলৈৰ্িালি ৈক্ষম খেেুকিে ৰ্লথষ্ট ৈম্ভািনা আল । োজয  েকালে এইলক্ষত্ৰত 

ইৱতিা ক পদ্লক্ষপ খোিাে ৈময় আৱহ পৱেল । খপোৱেম্পম্পকে খেেুকিে প্ৰাইজমাৱন 

অৱেম্পম্পক খেেুকিে ৈমালনই।  

 খকন্দ্ৰীয়  েকালে target olympic podium scheme ে অেীনত িহুলকইজন খেেুকিক ৈহায় কৱে 

আৱহল । এয়া ইৱতিা ক ৱদ্ৈ। 

******* 
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NGPL, SEASON 6, 2023, PARTICIPANTS 

Sl. 

No. 

Participating Teams Sl. 

No. 

Participating Teams 

1 Mata Gujri University, Bihar 25 D K College, Mirza 

2 Scholar Institute of Technology & 

Management 

26 Lakshmipur High School, Baksa 

3 J.N College, Boko 27 Nemcare Institute of Nursing Sciences 

4 Institute of Pharmacy, Guwahati 28 Chhaygoan College 

5 Rahman Institute of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences and Research 

29 PIPS, Panikhaiti 

6 NGI Team A 30 Mangaldai College 

7 Darwin Academy, Mirza 31 USTM 

8 NEF College of Pharmaceutical 

Education & Reserch, Nagoan 

32 Bhattadev University 

9 Barama College, Baksa 33 Damdama College 

10 NGI Faculty XI 34 Nagoan Homeopathic College 

11 Lakhimpur Medical College 35 Rup Konwar Junior College 

12 Pragjyotish College 36 Regional Dental College 

13 Salt brook academy, Mirza 37 Lumding College 

14 Pub Bongsor college, Hajo 38 NGI Team B 

15 Sualkuchi BMS College 39 Ayurvedic College 

16 J.B Institute of Pharmacy 40 Trident Academy 

17 Career Plus Academy, Mirza 41 Tihu College 

18 NEF College of Pharmacy, Lokhra 42 ADTU Team B 

19 Institute of Pharmacy, Jalpaiguri 43 NIPER Guwahati 

20 Murazar College 44 Narengi Anchalik Mahavidyalaya 

21 Royal Global University, Guwahati 45 Guwahati University 

22 Hetero Healthcare XI 46 K C Das Commerce College 

23 ADTU, Team A 47 GUIST 

24 Puthimari College   
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GLIMSES OF NGPL 
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OUR PARTNERS 

 

 

OUR SPONSORSHIP 
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EDITORIAL BOARD 

MR. JYOTI KHATONIAR         MR. BIPROJIT PAUL 

(AO NGI, Mirza)         (Assistant Professor, NIPS) 

MR. KANGKAN KALITA         MS. CHAYANIKA KALITA 

(Assistant Professor, NIPS)         (Assistant Professor, NIPS) 

  

 


